Founded in 1988 by a visionary couple in fashion pedagogy, the Atelier Chardon Savard trains young talents, fashion designers, designers and fashion communication experts in Paris, Nantes and Berlin each year.

Located in a neighbourhood renowned for its contemporary edge, the Atelier is a place of creative experimentation with a human dimension in styling, illustration, Innovation (3d), a space for tea-ching pattern-making techniques, volume research, a textile laboratory, with specialised know-how in Knitwear, Trends and Accessories.

Excellence, rigour and creativity allow young graduates to obtain state-certified titles Level II * and Level I ** each year. This quality of teaching is carried out by a teaching team of professio-nals and pedagogues, experts in their disciplines, passionate about transmission.

Entrenched in the professional world, the Atelier: compulsory internships from the first year, a personalized accompaniment, the privileged links of the Atelier and the profession allow students a rate of record placement in luxury houses with designers from ready-to-wear to Haute-Couture.

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**

**FASHION DESIGNER – Recognized State Degree Level II** Bachelor Degree (accredited by the French accreditation commission)* Admission post High School diploma or equivalent – Duration 4 years Taught in English and French Create collections for ready-to-wear, luxury and Haute-Couture by mastering the trends.

**FASHION BRAND DESIGNER – Recognized State Degree Level I** Master Degree (accredited by the French accreditation commission)** Admission after a Bachelor in Fashion Design – Duration 2 years Create the original concept of your own collection. In the studio reserved for you, develop the prototypes that will be presented to a jury of professionnals experts, in showrooms and during a fantastic fashion show.

**FASHION COMMUNICATION MANAGER** (from Fashion Stylist to PR Officer) Admission after a 2 years degree in communication or fashion design - 2 years Specialize yourself in the visual tools specific to the fashion industry (fashion editorials, fashion films) as well as to the communication strategies. Coordinate and produce fashion shoots, optimize their usage of graphic software, learn to write press releases and trends articles, imagine digital communication plans...

**STYLE MAKEOVER COACH – Relooking and Personal Shopper** Admission after a first experience, one year minimum after High School diploma or equiv. - 10 months duration Master and exploit the language of fashion and beauty, in order to express your client's personality through his image.

*The Bachelor program is recognized by the French State through its registration by the National Council of Professional Certification (CNCP) at Level 2 (Fr) 6 (Eu) / Published in the Official Journal of 25/7/2015. **The Master program is recognized by the French State through its registration by the National Council of Professional Certification (CNCP) at Level 1 (Fr) 7 (Eu) / Published in the Official Journal of 7/9/2016.

**Identité Form**

- Precise name of the institution
  Atelier Chardon Savard
- Type of institution
  Private Technical Institution of Higher Education
- City where the main campus is located
  Paris
- Number of students
  550
- Type and level of qualifications awarded
  - Fashion Brand Designer : RNCP niveau I – bac + 5, JO du 07/09/16 :
  - Fashion Designer : RNCP niveau II – bac + 3, JO du 25/07/15
- French language courses
  Yes
- Programs for international students
  Yes - Fashion Designer Program available in French and English for the first year.
- Programs in English
  Yes - Fashion Designer Program available in French and English for the first year.
- Registration fees/year
  (for information only) between 9000 and 10000 euros
- Postal address
  15 rue Gambey, 75011 Paris

https://www.atelier-chardon-savard.com